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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
An electrolytic cell having a horizontal mercury cathode 

for the electrolysis of aqueous solutions of alakli metal 
chlorides by the amalgam method consists of aluminum 
onto which a thin layer of steel has been applied and 
then onto that a chemically resistant, electrically insulat 
ing material. Current is supplied by means of mushroom 
shaped members extending through the bottom of the cell, 
said members being distributed over the bottom of the 
electrolytic cell in a de?nite number and arrangement. 

The cells conventionally used for the electrolysis of 
aqueous alkali metal chloride solutions having horizontal 
mercury cathode are made of steel, the inner surfaces be 
ing lined with a chemically resistant, electrically insulat 
ing material, for example hard rubber, in order to protect 
the walls and bottom of the cell from corrosive influences.‘ 
Supply of current to the mercury cathode is effected 
through mushroom-shaped steel contacts to which the cur 
rent is fed either through the steel bottom of the cell it 
self or through bars or cables located beneath the cell 
bottom. The last mentioned arrangement is not favorable 
because of its intricate construction. When the current is 
supplied to the mushroom-shaped contacts through the 
steel bottom, the latter must be designed so that the cur 
rent is passed without appreciable drop in potential from 
the point of connection to the individual contacts. This 
offers no di?iculty, particularly in the case of low cur 
rent densities of up to about 6000. amperes per square 
meter. With the present tendency to use considerably high 
er current densities, the cross-section of the steel bottom 
has to be increased considerably to keep the potential drop 
within tolerable limits. This increase in the cross-section 
of the bottom to satisfy the necessary condition of a small 
potential drop has to be considerable owing to the low 
speci?c conductivity of steel, so that capital costs for a 
plant are greatly increased owing to the increase in the 
weight of the cell. It would therefore be desirable to re 
place the steel hitherto used for the construction of the‘ 
cell bottom by a material of higher speci?c conductivity 
and lower speci?c gravity. Aluminum is such a material, 
but it has the disadvantage that it is attacked by chlorine 
far more readily than steel and that it is not resistant to 
mercury. Protecting the aluminum cell by a lining of a 
chemically resistant material, for example hard rubber, 
is not suf?cient because such a protective layer is dam 
aged fairly easily and then the cell is destroyed in a very 
short time owing to the low resistance of aluminum. 

It is therefore necessary to protect the aluminum sur 
face by applying a layer of a corrosion-resistant and me 
chanically stable material, for example steel, but owing to 
the different coefficients of expansion of the two metals 
considerable di?‘iculty is encountered because the provi 
sion of butt joints and the like is precluded for obvious 
reasons, for example impairment of the stability of the 
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cell. Cells consisting wholly or to a considerable extent of 
aluminum are therefore unknown hitherto. 
The object of the present invention is to provide electro 

lytic cells which consist essentially of aluminum so that 
the favorable properties of aluminum (i.e. higher speci?c 
conductivity and lower speci?c gravity than, steel) are 
fully utilized without the above-mentioned disadvantages 
occurring. 

This is achieved according to this invention in an elec 
trolytic cell made of a metallic material and having a 
horizontal mercury cathode for the electrolysis of aque 
ous solutions of alkali metal chlorides by the amalgam 
method, the Walls and bottom of the cell being lined with 
a chemically resistant, electrically insulating material and 
mushroom-shaped members extending through the bottom 
of the cell for the supply of current to the mercury 
cathode, by applying to the aluminum cell a thin layer of 
steel and by making the number of mushroom-shaped 
members per square meter of bottom surface, in de 
pendence on the desired current density i (ka./ sq. m.) and 
the diameter d (m) of the shaft of the mushroom, at least 
correspond to the value calculated from the formula 

the mushrooms being uniformly distributed in parallel 
rows and staggered in adjacent rows by an amount of 
0.5 to 1 times the diameter of the shaft of a mushroom, 
and the diameter of the mushroom shaft satisfying the 
condition: 

in dependence on the current density. 
The aluminum is effectively protected from attack by 

chlorine and mercury by the steel layer and the lining 
of chemically resistant material applied to the steel layer. 
Even if the hard rubber lining which is in contact with 
chlorine and mercury is damaged, the layer of steel can 
withstand these two reagents at least until the defect is 
detected and the cell is shut off. It is entirely adequate 
to apply the steel layer to the aluminum in a thickness of 
0.1 to 0.5 mm., preferably 0.2 to ‘0.3 mm. 
The layer of steel may be applied to the aluminum by 

any known procedure. Thus for example a deep-drawing 
steel foil having the abovementioned thickness may be 
?rmly bonded with the aluminum trough by an adhesive. 
This bond is not loosened in the operation of the cell pro 
vided the other feature of the present invention relating 
to the distribution of the mushroom-shaped members serv 
ing to supply current is ful?lled. It is known that tempera 
tures up to about 60° C. occur in the operation of an elec 
trolytic cell. At these temperatures, stresses attributable to 
the different coefficients of expansion of steel and alumi 
num are fairly high and, without the distribution of the 
current supply members in accordance with this invention 
would destroy the combination of the two metal-s. 
Two condtiions have to be ful?lled in the distribution 

of the current-supplying members. First it is necessary 
that the number (11) thereof per square meter, which is 
dependent on their diameter, is chosen so that it is large 
enough to prevent too marked a potential drop in the 
cell. This quantity size is determined by the formula: 

(1) n=ggé><i 
where d is the diameter of the mushroom shaft in meters 
and is the current density in ka. per sq. meter. 

Since the mushrooms according to the invention are ar 
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fanged in rows parallel to each other, it follows that nr 
nushrooms are arranged inieach row, according to 

Obviously numerical values obtained according to these 
formulae, when they are not integers, will be taken to the 
aearest integer. g g ; 
From this formula there is obtained in turn the distance 

)etween the centers of two mushrooms: 

, 3) ' 1 . . l d . ; 

Z=s§m)_1/n14><t '7 
The number of mushrooms per square meter; of the 

treaof the cell base and their distribution over the base ‘ 
are calculated from these equations in combination with 
he other features of the invention. 
The diameter of themushrooms moreover has to satisfy 

:hepequation: " 7 

(4) 

for a given currentldensity. a 

d 

.These relationships will be illustrated by the following 
numerical examples: 
At a mushroom diameter of 40 mm. and a current den 

sity of 10 ka./sq. m. it is necessary, using Formula 1, to 
use 35 mushrooms per square meter which, according to 
Formula 2, are arranged in six rows of 6 mushrooms 

each. ~ By inserting the values for d=0.04 and i=l0 kaJisq. m. 
in Equation 4, a value of 0.24 is obtained for the left side 
of the equation and a ‘Value of 0.166 for the right side 
of theequation; thus the condition is ful?lled. ’ 
At a mushroom diameter of 40 mm. and a current den 

sity ef'S ka./ sq. m. it is foundthat this equation is not 
satis?ed (0.17 as against 0.2 on’ the right side). It is only 
at a mushroom diameter of 1130 mm. that the required. 
condition is almost satis?ed, i.e. the mushroomrliameter 
at this current density must he at least 100 mm. From 
these valuesiit may further be seen that seven mushrooms 
have to be provided for each'square meter which (round 
ed up to the nearest integer) are distributed in three rows 
of three mushrooms each. * e 
The drawing shows diagrammatically a detail of a cell 

constructed in accordance with this invention. 2 
The supporting aluminum trough'? through which the 

current is provided on its inner side with- a deep drawn 
steel sheet 2 having a thickness of 0.2 mm.. for example 
by bonding. This steel sheet is covered in known manner ‘ 
with a lining 1 of hard nlbber having a thicknessaof 5 
to 8 mm. Current supply from the: aluminum trough 3 to 
the mercury cathode 6 e?ected by means of known 
mushroom-shaped steel contacts 4 whichare ?rmly se 
cured to the trough by the screw'connection 5 and ensure 
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good contact between the aluminum trough bottom and 
the current supplying means. To make the seal secure 
between the mushroom shaped current supply means and 
the hard rubber lining, the underside of the, head of the 
mushroom may be provided with concentric grooves or 

?with projections which are pressed into the protective 
layer and effect a kind of labyrinth packing, 

‘We claim: ' 

1. An electrolytic cell made of metallic material and 
having a horizontal mercury cathode forithe electrolysis 
of aqueous solutions of alkali?metal chlorides 2by the 
amalgam method, the. walls and the bottom of the cell 
being provided with a lining of chemically resistant, elec- ' 
trically insulating material and mushrobm-shaped mem-" 
bers, extending through the bottom of the cell, being pro 
vided for the supply of current, wherein the electrolytici 
cell consists of aluminum onto; which a thin layer of steel 
has been applied and the number of mushroom-shaped 
members per square meter ofwthe area of the bottom cor 
responds at'i'least to the valueicalculated from the formula 

0.14 . 
d X‘ 

in dependence on'the desired current density t‘ tka. per 
square meter) and the diameter d (meters; of the shaft 
of said ‘mushroom-shaped members, said mushroom 
shaped members being uniformly'distributed in parallel 
rows and arranged in adjacent rows progressively otfset 
by an amount of half to one diameter of the mushroom 
shaft, and the diameter of said mushroom shaft satisfying 
the condition: a 

in dependence: on the current density concerned. 
‘2. ‘An electrolytic cell as claimed in claim 1 wherein 

the layer of steel is 0.1’ to 0.5 mm. in thickness. ’ ' 
3,’ An electrolytic cell as claimed in claim 1 wherein 

the layer of steel has a thickness of 0T2 to 0.3mm. 
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